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Instagram is one of the most rapidly growing online social networks, 
reaching one billion registered users this year, and you are one of them. 
You’ve opened an Instagram account, started posting content to your 
page, and have made sure to include a few hashtags that you hope will 
help capture, engage, and grow your followers. After a few months of 
posting, you’ve found that you’re not getting anywhere. 

Don’t be discouraged. Chances are, you are either not using enough 
hashtags or the right hashtags. Instagram hashtags work by organizing 
and categorizing content, such as photos and videos, and can draw 
people to your posts — when done correctly. With millions of hashtag 
combinations out there, how do you find the right hashtags to use? 
Here are a few tools to help get you started!

Leetags
As an Instagram hashtag generator, 
the Leetags app allows you to copy 
and paste relevant, popular hashtags 
directly into your posts. If you need 
some guidance on where to start, this 
user-friendly app has categories and 
themes you can search in order to find 
your way. 

RiteTag
Based on live hashtag engagement, RiteTag can 
give you instant suggestions both on-the-go and 
at your desktop computer. Best of all, it’s for text 
and images! You can get real-time suggestions for 
all your content on Instagram, as well as on Twitter 
and Pinterest.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/leetags-hashtags-generator/id1230168971
https://ritetag.com/


Keyhole
This brand identity tool can help you monitor not only social media, but 
also campaigns, events, and brands. In fact, you can unlock monitoring 
tools for all your marketing needs, including real-time actionable analytics 
that are based on market research. You’ll gain deep insights into how your 
hashtags are performing and what can be improved.

Display Purposes
While often noted as relevant for photographers, Display 
Purposes can actually be useful for any up-and-coming 
business. The biggest struggle with hashtags is striking the 
right balance between the too popular and the relatively 
unseen. Display Purposes helps you find that sweet spot 
with your hashtags, in order to get your posts noticed and to 
attract engagement.

All Hashtag
A multifunctional hashtag site, All Hashtag lets 
you search, generate, and create hashtags. It also 
allows you to analyze relevant hashtags across 
social media platforms, not just Instagram, giving 
you better results for your content. Simply copy 
and paste your hashtags into your posts to build a 
better social media strategy.

https://keyhole.co/
https://displaypurposes.com/
https://www.all-hashtag.com/


#HashMe
The #HashMe hashtag generator is available for 
download in the app store and is designed to help 
you grow your Instagram page. Simple and effective, 
#HashMe allows you to upload a photo or search for 
relevant hashtags with text. Simply select what you like 
and paste into Instagram to get more likes, build your 
following, and maybe even start trending.

Instagram

It seems pretty obvious, but Instagram can 
be a great tool when utilized wisely. Start by 
finding profiles that have a similar message 
or theme. Then, analyze what hashtags 
they’re using, as well as their engagement 
rate. Don’t be afraid to explore hashtags 
and see what’s the most engaged. 

One you decide which tools to use for your 
Instagram hashtag research, be sure to take 
your time, monitor your progress, and re-
evaluate your marketing strategy every few 
months. While social media is an extremely 
valuable marketing platform in general, it 
is also ever-changing, and requires time, 
knowledge, and effort to achieve success. 

For expert help with all your social media 
management and marketing needs, contact 
Aliya Hammond Consulting to learn more 
about how we can improve your online 
exposure and help your business grow.
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